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The thermal decomposition of copper(II) carbonate

The extraction of
copper from copper
carbonate (STep i) - the
prepration of copper
sulfate from copper ore
Apparatus and chemicals

Apparatus
Comboplate®
Silicone tubing
Microstand arm®
Ignition tube
Microburner®
Lid 2
Microspatula®

Chemicals
Fresh limewater
Copper carbonate

i
h

Purple meths

Method

Eye protection must be worn for this practical

Apparatus
Comboplate®
Microstand® + arm
Micro-filter funnel®
Filter paper to fit funnel
Microspatula
Syringe
Propette®

1.
2. Take the Comboplate and connect the Microstand to the Comboplate® by placing it on
its side and clipping it to the rim between two wells (C11 and D11) as shown in the
diagram opposite.
3. Using the thin end of the Microspatula fill the ignition tube one-third full with the

Method

copper carbonate
4. Connect a 10 cm length of
silicone tubing to the open end
of the ignition tube.
5. Secure the ignition tube in the
open end of the
microstand
Ac_1_5_stoichio_T
arm.
November 2009
6. Fill well F2 one-third full with
limewater and place lid type-2
Ac_1_5_stoichio_T in the neck of the well.
November 2009 7. Connect the silicone
tubing(per
to student)
Apparatus
the chimney of
the lid.
Comboplate
Microtitration
kit
8. Fill the microburner
two-thirds
White laminated sheet
full with meths
Propetteand light it.
Apparatus (per student)
9.
Heat
the
copper
carbonate in the ignition tube and note any changes that take place in
Comboplate
Chemicals
the tube and 0.100
in themol
limewater
in the
well.
Microtitration kit
dm–3 sulfuric
acid
White laminated sheet
10. At the end of the experiment allow the hot apparatus ! to cool down before
Propette
–3
0.100 mol dm sodium hydroxide
dismantling it.

STEP I – the reaction of the copper ore with the
sulfuric acid
1. Using the syringe, add 2 cm3 of hot sulfuric acid to
well F6 of the comboplate.
2. Using the scoop end of the microspatula, slowly add
Chemicals
the copper ore to the acid.
November
2009
Copper ore. Amixture of copper carbonate
3.  CARE!
As the reaction takes place there will lots
Me_5_4_CuSO4prep
Chemicals
and sand.
of acid spray and you must add the ore slowly. Wait
0.100 mol dm sulfuric acid
… a world of difference
methyl orange indicator
Sulfuric acid (1moldm–3)
for the fizzing to stop after each addition before you
access
to distilled
Ltd Unit 1 Karoo
Close
Bexwell water
Business Park Bexwell Norfolk PE38 9GA UK
0.100 mol dmEdu-Lab
sodium
hydroxide
Tel: +44(0)1366 385 777 Fax:
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Practical
tips
add
the II
next
scoop.
separating
the impurities
When really accurate amounts are required thenSTEP
fractions of drops
can –
be added
by pressing
methyl orange indicator
down on the syringe and taking the droplet formed using the microspatula handle to take it
there
is no more
stopasadding
the
ore.
access to distilled water
from the tip and mix it into the solution.4.
5. When
Set the
apparatus
up forfizzing
filtration
shown in
the
diagram below, w
Practical tips
Safety
STEP
II – separating
When really accurate amounts are required
thenand
fractions
of drops
canatbe
added
by pressing
funnel
over well E6.the impurities
The acid
alkali are
irritants
these
concentrations
–3

–3

down on the syringe and taking the droplet
formed using
the microspatula handle to take it
Technician
notes
from the tip and mix it into the solution.
The volumes of acid and alkali are such that they can be dispensed in test tubes or boiling

Safety

tubes
The acid and alkali are irritants at these concentrations

Technician notes

The volumes of acid and alkali are such that they can be dispensed in test tubes or boiling
tubes

… a world of difference
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6. SUsing
the
propette up
transfer
as muchas
ofshown
the liquid
from F6 and filter
5.
etofthe
apparatus
for filtration
in the
… a world
difference
7. diagram
Keep thebelow,
filtratewith
for the next
of the
filterpart
funnel
overexperiment.
well E6.
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6. Using the propette transfer as much of the liquid
from F6
andCONCLUSIONS
filter it into well E6.
RESULTS
and
7. Keep
theobservations
filtrate for the
next
part of the experiment.
Describe
your
in the
experiment.

The equation for the reaction is:
Copper
carbonate(s)
+ sulfuric acid (aq) Web
copper
sulfate(aq) + water(l) +
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What substance in the copper ore reacted with the sulfuric acid?
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Results and Conclusions
Describe your observations in the experiment. _________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
The equation for the reaction is:
Copper carbonate(s) + sulfuric acid (aq) copper sulfate(aq) + water(l) + carbon dioxide(g)
What substance in the copper ore reacted with the sulfuric acid? __________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
What caused the fizzing? ___________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
What is the substance left behind in the filter paper? ____________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
What is the name of the solution in well E6? ___________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
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